
Maintaining your dust collection system can be a
frustrating, expensive task. This article describes
how using just three simple gauges can provide an
easy, low-cost way to monitor your system for in-
formation on why, what, and when maintenance is
required.

Adust collection system can be the Jekyll and Hyde
of your dry bulk materials processing or handling
operation. Although the system is supposed to im-

prove your plant environment, it often ends up being a
major cost item for plant management and a headache for
your maintenance workers. And if you’re collecting a com-
bustible dust, you need to comply with standards listed in
the OSHA National Emphasis Program (NEP) directive on
combustible dusts. According to these standards, your dust
collection system must operate properly at all times and be
designed to control fire and explosion hazards.1

To cut your dust collection system’s overall operating
costs and simplify its maintenance while providing direct
data to ensure that it complies with OSHA NEP com-
bustible dust requirements, you need answers to these
questions:

• What information must I collect to know the system is
performing properly?

• How can I use the information to troubleshoot problems?

• When should I perform maintenance on the system?

You can find the answers by assessing the dust collection
system’s operating parameters. A simple, inexpensive way
to do this is to equip the system with three simple gauges.
For a total installed cost of about $1,000, these gauges can
help you monitor the system to verify its current opera-
tional condition, troubleshoot problems, and plan preven-
tive maintenance.

What the gauges tell you

Figure 1 shows the three gauges installed at easy-to-read
locations in a simple dust collection system. Gauge 1 is a
pressure-differential gauge (a Magnehelic gauge) that can
be a discrete device or, as in most newer dust collectors, an
integral part of the filter-cleaning system’s control panel.
This gauge provides information about the amount of en-
ergy (that is, differential pressure) required to pull the air
through the collector’s bag or cartridge filters while simul-
taneously separating the dust from the air and depositing it
on the filters’ dirty side. The gauge measures the differen-
tial pressure in inches water gauge, with an effective range
of normally 0 to 10 inches water gauge. 

Gauge 2 is typically a Magnehelic gauge that compares the
inlet pressure for the system’s centrifugal fan to the surround-
ing atmospheric pressure. This value tells you what overall
energy (that is, differential pressure in inches water gauge) is
required to pull airflow through the system. The gauge typi-
cally has a range of 0 to 20 inches water gauge, which is suit-
able for the maximum vacuum produced by the fan. [Editor’s
note: If the system has extensive ductwork after the fan or
equipment for returning clean air to your plant, installing an-
other Magnehelic gauge for measuring the additional energy
this equipment requires will help you evaluate the overall sys-
tem’s performance; contact the author for more information.]
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Gauge 3, the most important of the three gauges, is an amp
meter that directly measures the fan drive motor’s amper-
age, which is directly proportional to the dust collection
system’s airflow volume. This gauge should be digital
(rather than analog) with large numbers displayed in tenths
of an amp and covering the drive motor’s full-load amper-
age. One interesting physical characteristic of a centrifu-
gal fan is the relationship of its horsepower (or amperage)
to the mass flow (that is, airflow volume in most cases) it
produces: As amperage increases, so does the airflow vol-
ume (that is, mass flow), and when amperage decreases,
the opposite is true. This is a highly repeatable, basically
linear relationship and, with most dust collection systems,
provides a simple way to correlate the fan’s amperage
draw with the airflow volume.

Individually, these gauges provide valuable system perfor-
mance information. But together, the gauges give immedi-
ate information on the system’s status. This information
allows you to verify the system’s current operational con-
dition, troubleshoot problems, and plan preventive main-
tenance. Follow these two steps to achieve these goals:

1. Establish your system’s optimal performance level.
Before these three gauges can be of any real use, you must
establish a baseline of system performance. This baseline
will be the best your system will operate. The best time to
establish this set of values is either a few days after starting
up the new system or just after changing the filters, when
all the ducts are clear and fully operational. (Be aware that
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even your system’s optimal performance level may not
meet your needs if the system has been poorly designed.)
Be sure to document the values associated with this opti-
mal system performance.

This allows you to monitor the system changes over
time and associate them with acceptable or
unacceptable performance.

2. Document the values weekly. Record the values shown
on the three gauges once a week (or more often if the read-
ings change rapidly). This allows you to monitor the sys-
tem changes over time and associate them with acceptable
or unacceptable performance. Using these values will also
allow you to plan preventive maintenance.

Some examples

The following examples illustrate how these gauge values
can be used to provide the information you need for evalu-
ating system performance. While the examples are based
on real field experience with a system that has a dust col-
lector equipped with bag filters, the principles can also be
applied to systems using collectors with cartridge filters.
Be aware that these examples cover only some of the ways
you can use the gauges.

Example 1: Establishing the optimal performance level.
After this system is started up, it takes 3 days for the sys-
tem’s operation to stabilize so that its optimal performance
level can be established. Once the system stabilizes, these
values are recorded: gauge 1 (across the filters) is 2.2
inches water gauge, gauge 2 (at the fan inlet) is –12.2
inches water gauge, a negative value because the collector
operates under vacuum, and gauge 3 (for a 40-horsepower
drive motor with full-load amperage at 52) is 48 amps.
These values are recorded to allow comparison with future
gauge values and to ensure that the system is close to its
optimal performance level after the filters are changed.

Example 2: Monitoring normal performance changes.
Over a 6-month period, the readings gradually change to
6.2 inches water gauge (gauge 1), –16.1 inches water
gauge (gauge 2), and 39.5 amps (gauge 3). As long as the
system has been properly designed, these readings repre-
sent the worst-case condition — that is, the level where the
filters need to be changed — but the system is still per-
forming at the minimum acceptable performance criteria.
As long as this change is gradual and occurs over a com-
paratively long time as in this case, the accumulated data
allows maintenance workers to predict when to install new
filters and perform related maintenance.

Example 3: Diagnosing an upset condition. The first
week, the readings are 3.1 inches water gauge (gauge 1), 
–13.3 inches water gauge (gauge 2), and 46.2 amps (gauge
3). The next week the readings are 5.9 inches water gauge
(gauge 1), –15.9 inches water gauge (gauge 2), and 40.2
amps (gauge 3). This 1-week change represents a major
change in the system performance that couldn’t take place
unless some upset condition has occurred. This problem
demands immediate troubleshooting by maintenance
workers. As long as the system supplier has provided a
complete operations and maintenance manual with the
system, the workers can use the manual’s troubleshooting
section to find a list of possible problem causes and their
solutions. If the problem isn’t solved — and quickly — the
filters will become blinded to the point they can no longer
be cleaned, the ducts will start to fill with dust, and the sys-
tem will fail.

Example 4: Spotting a false reading. This time, after a
week in which the gauge readings are the same as the ini-
tial readings in example 3 (3.1 inches water gauge on
gauge 1, –13.3 inches water gauge on gauge 2, and 46.2
amps on gauge 3), the readings 1 week later are 9 inches
water gauge (gauge 1), –13.3 inches water gauge (gauge
2), and 40.1 amps (gauge 3). But this time, the readings in-
dicate a false alarm condition. Since both the fan inlet dif-
ferential pressure (gauge 2) and amperage (gauge 3)
readings are consistent with the previous week’s readings,
it’s highly likely the much higher differential pressure
reading across the filters (gauge 1) is false. Typically, this
occurs when the gauge’s tap is plugged with dust, a com-
mon situation in dust collectors. (The tap is a fitting
through the wall in the collector’s dirty side that secures
flexible tubing connected to the gauge to measure the pres-
sure on the filters’ dirty side.) Cleaning out the tap will
most likely solve this problem.

A final word

With experience, you can use these gauge readings to learn
considerably more about your dust collection system’s
performance and to determine whether and when you
need to take corrective action. Your record of weekly
gauge readings is also a valuable resource with regulatory
organizations and will provide proof that your system
complies with applicable combustible dust and other re-
quirements. PBE
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For further reading

Find more information on dust collection and how to
safely handle combustible dusts in articles listed under
“Dust collection and dust control” and “Safety” in Powder
and Bulk Engineering’s comprehensive article index (in
the December 2011 issue and at PBE’s website,
www.powderbulk.com) and in books available on the
website at the PBE Bookstore. You can also purchase
copies of past PBE articles at www.powderbulk.com. 
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